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GS GLOBAL RESOURCES ANNOUNCES MOVE TO NEW GLOBAL HEADQUARTERS
Move driven by demand for supplier-led innovation in mobile, industrial machines
MUKWONAGO, Wis.—January 20, 2016—GS Global Resources, industry leaders in mobile and
industrial machine performance, announced today it’s moving to a new global headquarters in
Mukwonago, Wis. The move is anticipated to be complete March 31. Ninety jobs will relocate
to the Mukwonago industrial park location for a total of 110 employees at the new facility.
“For many years we have partnered with our original equipment manufacturer (OEM)
customers to deliver the latest in machine performance technology,” GS Global Resources
President John Thornton says. “The resulting increase in business has necessitated more space
for our growing team of professionals, for our continued machine development initiatives, and
for our customers who seek improved machine performance at the intersection of fluid power
and electronic control.”
The new, larger 115,000-square-foot facility expands GS Global Resources’ ability to execute
advanced machine design and development initiatives. It is common to see several different
customer machines in the GS facility where GS employees deliver machine performance
improvement.
“This facility positions us to support the growing demand by OEMs for supplier-led innovation,”
Thornton says, “particularly in hydraulic, electronic, mechanical and software applications.”
GS Global Resources now has more resources to deliver integrated application solutions that
perform for the life of the machine, and for the lives of the people who touch it. Additionally,
GS Global Resources has found a long-term home that can support continued growth and
expansion plans.
“Manufacturers of mobile and industrial machines seek proven ability to simplify the complex,”
Thornton concludes. “Our new facility allows us to continue to grow along with global demand
by OEMs for reliable technologies and engineering designs that speed solutions to market.”
About GS Global Resources
GS Global Resources is the foremost machine performance resource trusted by industrial and
mobile OEMs who demand competitive advantage from every solution. At GS Global Resources,
the leading engineering minds in hydraulic, electronic, mechanical and software applications
simplify the complex. We use innovative, reliable technologies to speed solutions to market.
And, whether reacting to market forces or changing markets altogether, GS Global Resources is
essential to achieving total machine performance. From system and component design to
production and market support, GS Global Resources helps OEMs interpret, adapt and adopt
technology. Visit www.GSGlobalResources.com to learn more.
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